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1 Pitch

The pitch is 237 x 114 cm and surrounding black wall is 10 cm high.

The goal dimensions are: width = 60 cm and height = 10 cm.

The pitch is divided in four main zones, two attacking central zones and two defending
zones for the goalkeepers. Each zone is vertically delimited by a strip of 5 cm of white
tape, surrounded by other two white stripes of slightly bigger dimension. The whole
field is also surrounded by 5 cm of white tape. The goal lines are also slightly lifted
to prevent the ball from going out accidentally.

The corners have been replaced by a triangles to avoid situations where robots or the
ball could potentially get stuck.

The ball is a standard lego red plastic ball of about 5 cm of diameter.

2 Match timing

A match is divided into two halves. Each half is three minutes, with one minute
between halves. In the event of a draw during a knock-out stage match, two, one and
a half minute long golden goal periods will be played. If the score is still a draw after
golden goal time then a sudden death penalty shoot out will follow the golden goal,
with a maximum of 3 penalty attempts per team. If after 3 attempts each the score
is still tied, then the judging panel will award a win based on match performance.
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3 Robot construction

Maximum dimensions for the robots are: length = 20cm, width = 18cm and height =
18cm. These sizes are strict and will be checked prior to all milestones and all matches.
Kicking/Striking/Batting/Catching mechanisms will be in their static/resting posi-
tions ie. the position that they should be in whenever the robot does NOT have
possesion of the ball for the test and all other static and moving parts of the robots
will be expected to be within dimensions at all times. In cases of doubt there is a box
of the correct internal dimensions for the robots to be measured within.

Any red, yellow or blue pieces of Lego used in construction should not be visible from
above. (Insulating tape and paper/card can be used to cover up the offending bricks).

Any red Lego used should not be visible from any of the sides (ie by the opposition
robot, should they be using any form of colour sensors). No use of the red plastic ball
from the Lego kit as part of the robot.

If the light sensor is used with the red LED, it must be designed so that there is no
leakage of light that confuses the opponent. A sensor pointing down and close to the
pitch surface should be ok.

The football strips for the robots are blue and yellow i shapes on a green background
plate.

The orientation of the ”i” on the ”strip” on the robot should be that the black dot
of the ”i” is to the back of the robot. The bottom of the i should be pointing in
the direction that your robot will be kicking/hitting the ball in. The robot should
be constructed in such a manner that when the strip plate is added to it it does not
obscure the ball from the camera.

Your robot should have some kind of a top or frame or fixing points for the strip to
be stuck onto. No blutack or glue should be used on the robots to hold them together
(if you can’t brace it up solidly with Lego then you are not using it right).

No cutting, drilling or painting of Lego on the robots. The robot parts should be
returned to us at the end of the project in the same condition we handed them out in.

Loose and/or trailing cables will need to coiled and tied up. No flame throwers,
catapults, crossbows or purely offensive appliances.

If a robot falls apart during play, the referee will award a penalty to the other team
and may choose to award the game to the opposing team. The referee will do the same
for the plates falling off. For group table calculation this would be recorded as a 3-0
win to the opposing team with 3 points also being awarded to them.
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4 Robot control

Once your vision PC system has been initialised and started and you robot placed for
kick-off the system should be autonomous ie hands-free operation.

5 Pre-match

The tournament draws will be made in advance. A poster or two will be put up in
the labs with the match line ups and times on it, and they will be emailed out to you.
Be aware that you may be required to play earlier than expected due to unforeseen
withdrawals.

Each of the four participating robots should be presented to the referees for inspection.
This will include the box test for size and a visual inspection for ball coverage, trailing
cables, and any issues with anything that may interfere with there opponents vision
systems or sensors ie red/yellow/blue bricks being visible to the camera or red LED
light spillage. The ball coverage test involves placing each robot on the pitch in their
zone, facing towards the centre and checking to see that when they have possession of
the ball that they do not cover more than half of the ball from view by the camera.

The students involved with both handling the robots and running the vision system
PCs should introduce themselves to the referee. We will allow one team member per
robot this year and one team member as the vision PC controller. All other SDP
participants should take up viewing positions behind the black tape lines allowing the
referees and judges suitable viewing positions with line of sight to both the pitch and
the students on the vision PCs.

We will be reserving the four wall mounted PCs nearest to each pitch for match use
this year. Once your match has finished you should log out and allow the next team
up to have access to the PC.

The strips for this year are going to be blue and yellow Lego ”i” shapes with black dots
on the green Lego base boards that can be found on the pitch. They will be allocated
just before kick off. A coin toss will be made with a member from each participating
group. The winner will then decide which of the two colours they will be wearing or
they may choose to take the match kick-off. Please note that you switch attacking
direction but not strip colours at half-time and continue to switch directions for the
two golden goal periods. Each team will then have 1 minute to prepare for kick off.
This means you will have to be ready to attach the allocated strip to the top of your
robot very quickly and input the direction information.

Robots must be designed so that the i emblem can be easily attached between games.
Blutack should not be required. The i emblem should be secure, and not fall off in
normal play or when the robot collides with a wall.

As part of the advertising/product branding/presentation side of things in this project
each group is expected to have a team name and logo. This team name or logo should
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be presented as a big, bold colour A4 print and placed on the pitch just prior to each
match starting. (To help the video viewers identify who is playing and the video editor
to correctly edit and tag each match.)

6 Start of play

You will be allowed a minute between coin toss decisions being made and kick off to
get your robot on the pitch and ready to play.

The team kicking off the half will be allowed to place the two robots anywhere in their
zones and will be given the ball in the defending zone. The ball can be place anywhere
in the green in the defending zone. For clarity, this means that you can line up your
first pass of the game. The opposing team will instead place both robots at the centre
of the respective zones.

Kick offs alternate between teams each half of play, including golden goal periods.

If one of the robots cannot be placed on the field at the start of play the team may
choose to forfeit the match. For group table calculation this would be recorded as a 3-0
win to the opposing team with 3 points also being awarded to them. Please also note
that you may be required to play earlier than expected due to unforeseen withdrawals.

We will however allow a match to go ahead with only 3 working robots and one empty
zone. Under these conditions if a group only fields a defender then they will be allowed
to shoot on goal from their zone. Should the ball stop in the empty zone then it will be
moved into the zone that it was travelling towards before it came to a stop. Should a
group choose to field an attacker alone then any time that the missing defender would
be expected to take a kick off from their defensive zone, the ball would be rolled into
play by the referee along the centre line to allow a 50/50 chance of the ball ending up
in their attacking zone.

After a goal has been scored, the ball will be placed into the defending zone of the
team that has just conceded by one of the match officials. Play should automatically
continue without any interferance to the robots from the robot handlers.
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7 Rules of play

Each half is three minutes, with one minute between halves. If a team is not ready
to play on time, they may default. Be aware that you may be required to play earlier
than expected due to unforeseen withdrawals.

The robot handlers must ask for the referees permission before removing a robot from
the field of play and again when placing a robot back onto the field of play. Failure to
do so will result in a penalty being awarded against them.

When the ball comes to a stop in a zone, 10 seconds will be allowed for the robot in
that zone to find the ball. A further 10 seconds will be allowed for that robot to do
something with the ball. These times will be at the discretion of the referee who will
be playing advantage to any robots that are actively doing what they are expected to
do in which case a little more time will be allowed to try and keep the game flowing.

Failure to move to the ball or to do anything whilst in possession of the ball within the
given time period will see the ball awarded to your opponent in their defensive zone.
PLay will continue without further interference.

The robots must show signs of actively playing (i.e. not playing ”dead”, purely as
an obstacle or goalkeeper robots only moving backwards and forwards on the goal
line with no attempt to find the ball when it is in their zone). These robots will be
removed from play (sin-binned) for a period of 10-30 seconds and a penalty awarded at
the referees discretion depending on the severity and zone of the offence ie goalkeepers
being at fault will see a penalty being awarded and attackers being at fault will see
possession being awarded to the opposing defender.

The robots cannot extend over the central lines that divide the zones with any part of
their bodies. They are though allowed to step on the surrounding tape and/or have
part of the robots on them.

If a robot goes beyond their assigned zone, then a penalty kick will be awarded to their
opponents. The offending robot may also be sin-binned for a period of 10-30 seconds.

Note that when a robot leaves the field of play, regardless of whether it is sin-binned or
removed by the robot handler for repair or restarting, the plate attached to the robot
will leave the field of play as well. Your vision systems should be able to deal with the
fact that all four plates may not be visible on the pitch at all times during a match.

If any robot repeatedly steps beyond the line, the referee may decide to stop the game
and to give victory to the opponent team.

If any robot is stuck for 10 seconds, its handler may request to return it to the centre
of its zone.

Note that if a robot has been awarded either possession or a penalty and fails to do
anything with the ball within the normal time frame of 10 seconds to approach and
10 seconds to do shoot/pass. Then the ball will be considered dead and will be placed
in their opponents defensive zone.
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The main referee will be applying the rules as fairly as possible and with the intention
of allowing active play to continue whenever possible. The second referees will be
in charge of time keeping, recording the scores and advising the main referee when
requested to do so. There’s is an assistant and advisory role and they should position
themselves opposite the main referee for an alternate viewing angle to the pitch. The
referees will not enter into arguments with teams at the time and may penalise teams
for unsporting behaviour from team members during matches. We will however happily
discuss the reasons behind decisions after the game has been played.

8 Penalty kick

The penalty spot is in the centre of the attacking zone.

First the defender team places their robot on the goal line facing in the direction of
their choice.

Then the team awarded a penalty kick places the attacking robot anywhere in their
attacking zone but not on any part of the extended boundary stripes.

The goalkeeper may move laterally, but not forwards, before the kick is taken. Should
they move forwards or off their line before the kick is take then they may be removed
from the field of play until after the kick is taken.

The other two robots are to be placed centred in their respective zones.

The referee will allow 10 seconds for the robot to approach the ball and a further 10
seconds for the kick to be taken.

If the penalty was awarded during the game then open play will continue straight after
the ball is kicked or if the kick time has expired the ball goes back to the opposing
defender.

Please note that during open play the defending robot MAY be off the pitch whilst
the penalty is being taken - dependent on the offence. The ball will be spotted by the
referee in the closest position to the center of the attacking zone as possible and that
the attacking robot should proceed of its own accord to the ball and attempt to shoot
the penalty without any intereferance from the robot handler.

Should a sudden death penalty shootoot be required at the end of a knockout round
match where the attacking robot of one of teams was unable to play, then the defender
from that group would be expected to take their penalty’s.
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